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About This Software

Attention: We have a new version of Modo indie, but have released it as a new
product on the Steam Store. See Modo indie here!

Modo indie packs powerful, industry-leading 3D modeling, sculpting, and animation tools into an affordable package that's
perfect for developers and freelance game artists.

The fastest, most advanced polygonal and subdivision surface 3D modeler anywhere, Modo indie delivers amazing creative
flexibility for crafting detailed 3D game content -- free of individual commercial restrictions and without breaking your budget.

Whether you're creating vivid character models, stunning level designs, fully-fledged cut scenes, or more, Modo indie has
everything you need to take your game assets to the next level!

Speed. Scope. Flexibility. Power. Community. Modo indie delivers.

Modo indie's flexible modeling tools are ideal for precision modeling of hard surface objects and environment structures, and
for freeform organic sculpting of virtually any shape. The integrated multi-res sculpting and animations tools work alongside
traditional modeling and UV toolsets to offer a superior experience for game artists. The combination of modeling, sculpting,

animation, rendering, and UV tools in a single application delivers a uniquely powerful content creation toolset.
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Modo indie Includes Features For:

Powerful 3D modeling that’s intuitive and fun

Dynamic sculpting tools for expert tinkering

Powerful animation and rigging tools to bring your 3D models to life

UV Editing tools make texturing objects in 3D a breeze

Texture baking lets you package everything quickly for export

Materials setup and painting gives you great artistic flexibility

High performance rendering

Easy export OBJ and FBX output to game engines
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Nice sidescrolllng dungeon crawler!
I have got thru about 5 or 6 levels so far, and I may come to regret saying this, but I don't find it as hard as some of the other
reviewers, and I am no Platforming Master. Many platformers, like Cuphead, Hallow Knight or SuperMeatboy are too hard for
me. I would call Azuran Tales a Platformer-Lite, but the combat is challenging enough.
Some of the bosses are very tough; one in particular is a Mage who kept throwing ranged spells. I tried to dodge them and then
get in my whacks when I could, but the spells just kept stacking up. After probably 15 failures, I tried a new tactic and that was
go toe to toe with him. He could still throw spells but not as many and after another 10 tries I beat him. That may sound like a
lot of deaths but not that crazy for a Souls-like game. In this game there is a save point right before the bosses, who may wipe
me out in less than a minute, but I can go right back at em in a few seconds.
. Just as many other guys in the German-speaking region I've been a Bud & Terence fan since childhood. In fact titles like 
altrimenti ci arrabbiamo! or Non c’è due senza quattro still count to some of my very favorites movies ever made. They're so
good that you can watch them over and over again with your friends - and not a single watch ever goes by without having a good
laugh.

Apart from that I always adored 2D beat 'em ups and classic arcades games in general. Especially Japanese arcade games from
the 90's by Capcom, SNK or Irem are titles which I still play up to today in local versus or co-op mode with my friends.

In fact back in time we always joked how great a Bud & Terence beat 'em up would be, having all the special moves and 2
player action that we all know from the great arcade classics - we even jokingly imagined Bud Spencer pulling off a move like
Akuma's Shun Goku Satsu / Raging Demon. :)

So you can imagine how excited I was when this game was announced a year ago or so! The artwork, level design and even
sprites looked fantastic, even the animations. I was even more intrigued when the devs announced that they managed to get the
legit soundtrack licences for this game.

Recently I finally managed to buy this game, so we hooked up our Neo Geo USB sticks and excitedly booted it up - hearing the 
Lo chiamavano Bulldozer in the menu already gave us the chills!

So now to the game itself:

The first impression was absolutely solid - movement works great and fluidly, so does the local 2 player co-op mode. Also
beating up the first thugs seems fun - in terms of presentation there's the *Pish* and *Pash* vibe we all love from the movies.
Even the dialogue lines seem to come straight out of the movies!

The pixel background stages are all detailed and made with love - the presentation indeed is a tribute to the great 2D arcade days
of the '90s, just as we loved them.

But as much as it hurts to say, progressing in the game unfortunately reveals some flaws. The controls and special moves are are
quite simple and straightforward by mashing the buttons or interacting with in-game items and obstacles. But soon these moves
don't seem as special as they first appeared - there's no A+B super moves as we know from let's say Final Fight, Cadillacs and
Dinosaurs nor any hidden super moves like those from the Japanese / Alpha Renewal version of Undercover Cops (my all-time
favorite beat 'em up by the way).

Some fights can drag out pretty much with all the mashing, especially if lots of enemies show up and stretch the player's
patience. After let's say 3 hours, it's not as fun as it was in the beginning anymore.

To be fair, there are some funny scenes and mini games that bring a fresh change into gameplay, such as a beer and sausage
contest and Dune Buggy race inspired by altrimenti ci arrabbiamo!, or a funny stealth section with a wink to the Metal Gear
series. Occassionaly there are some parts in the levels that require some simple teamwork interactions, such as moving crates,
climbing onto platforms and helping each other to get over these.

But sadly these moments don't really save the main issue that is the slightly repetitive core gameplay. After about 3 hours the
fights drag out a bit too much and we already begin to miss the traditional super moves from the other beat 'em up classics.
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The result is that after finishing the game for the first time there's really not a big motivator to do replay it - there's nothing
more to discover, no more super moves or hidden combos to learn, no alternatives routes and that's it.

It is not a bad game at all - the foundation for it to be really good are all there. Therefore to me it's like a mediocre game that
had maaaasssive potential to be a hit beyond all comparison. It's a shame I can't give an average rating as I itended, so sorry if
someone may misunderstand me.

If the devs would like to do an update or sequel one day, they should consider to polish up the gameplay mechanics, to build in
super moves and combos such as the before mentioned games and maybe to build in branching alternative routes. In my
opinion, these core mechanics are even more important than the graphics, the humour, story or everything else.

Great games for inspiration I can recommend are:

Final Fight

Cadillacs and Dinosaurs

Undercover Cops (Japanese or Alpha Renewal version)

Night Slashers

Nekketsu Oyako

Sengoku 3

Burning Fight

Therefore I give this 5 out of 10 fists.. Great additional content for a great game.. \udb40\udc21. i dont recomend this game AT
ALL, its extremly hard to play and i am not getting any fun out of it, so unless you want you rage then i suggest not playing this
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Fun little party game! simple and easy to play.. This program is totally useless.. One of the best mods out there. If you love RO2
and/or RS1, you'll love this.. not only do you kill commies, your name is dink macinko. only thing cooler than that would be to
finally have sex with a woman. So mad I bought this thinking id get aurum with other stuff now it looks like they removed it and
i bought it under false pretents Terrible i feel i got conned secret world dlc are not worth it now. =(
I'm just happy i cought this before i bought the 60 dollar one cause ill never buy that one a title and a coat with that coat only
costing 750 aurum in game totally a rip off these dlcs!
()()
(-,-)
()(")("). Spell combining + twin stick shooter is a REALLY AWESOME formula. Unfortunately it's dragged down by poor
balance, non-existent level design, and boring enemy AI. It really needs another round of solid mechanic improvements before I
can reccomend it.
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